GLASGOW KEELIE

‘We will save Britain’s
statues from the woke
militants who want to censor
our past’- Robert Jenrick,
Tory Communities Secretary
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THE FASHION FOR WIGS
really took off during the
reign of King Louis XIV of
France.
A raging plague of syphilis
resulted in patchy hair loss,
and wigs were an ideal way
of disguising the condition.
More and more elaborate
and ostentatious designs
followed and resulted in the
term ‘Big Wig’ to describe a
self-important,
conceited
and pompous individual.
The French revolution
knocked wigs off their
pedestal, and their use
today is limited mainly to
the most archaic parts of
the Establishment.
� Modelled here by Sir Keir
Rodney Starmer KCB QC

Priceless

GALLUS
GLASGOW,
LOCKDOWN
STYLE
ESSENTIAL
Coronavirus
restrictions may be in
place, but Glaswegians are
still managing creative acts
of resistance.
In the Valley in Maryhill,
local Living Rent members
have built ‘Boaby’s Bothy’
and plan a socially distanced Vigil against the
Council’s plans for gentrification of the area.

… AND IN QUEEN’S PARK, members of
Glasgow’s Polish community re-purposed
the giant plastic decoy duck on the
boating pond. Translation: Fuck PiS (the
ruling government party behind the near
total abortion ban).
Photo credit : Kenneth McElroy

Demand for Safe
Housing
AT A TIME WHEN COVID-19
continues to spread through our
communities, Home Office
contractor Mears is forcing
pregnant
asylum-seeking
women and those with babies to
move in to hostel style
accommodation in Glasgow.
The women were not
consulted, with many being
moved from their own homes
where they had built up links
with the local community.
The women say “It feels like
I've been uprooted from my
community…” and ““we were
subjected
to
harassment,
intimidation… threatened with
deportation if we did not
comply”
The accommodation was

originally designed for young
single people not families.
Residents have told The Keelie
“It is practically one tiny room,
impossible to live with a toddler”
and that “no consideration
whatsoever has been given to
the babies: babies have no
place to play but in the toilet.”
The Keelie believes that all
parents should have the right to
live in safe housing, in an
environment that: enables them
to raise their children in dignity,
is conducive to their health and
well being. That includes being
able to prevent the spread of of
Covid -19.
Asylum seekers are being
supported if their demands for
safe accommodation by a range
of
organisations
including
Glasgow No Evictions Network.
• Get involved:
facebook.com/noevictions

A
FREEDOM
OF
INFORMATION REQUEST has
revealed that the Home Office is
increasingly
using
Police
Scotland to enforce its racist
Hostile Environment policy.
From April 2018 to October
2020, 1,723 people were held in
Police cells before being
transferred to detention centres.
The Keelie is clear that this is
never acceptable because it is
criminalising the acts of fleeing
persecution and seeking refuge.
Phones are not permitted in cells
and people may therefore be

unable to consult with their
immigration advisors while being
detained.
Even more concerning, is that
between April and October
2020, at the height of a global
pandemic, 231 people were
detained and held in cells by
Police Scotland. This at a time
when in the criminal justice (sic)
system the Home Office was
releasing hundreds of prisoners
early because of the increased
risks from Covid in detention.
• More on this story: check
theferret.scot

THE SIGHTHILL STONE CIRCLE
designed by Duncan Lunan, is the first
astronomically aligned circle to be
constructed in the British Isles for at
least 3500 years.
Built in Sighthill Park in Glasgow,
overlooking the M8 motorway due
north of the city centre, the stones
came from Beltmoss Quarry in Kilsyth
and the layout was completed by a
Royal Navy helicopter at the spring
equinox of 1979.
The full story is told in Duncan’s book
'The Stones and the Stars, Building
Scotland’s
Newest
Megalith'.
h t t p : w w w. d u n c a n l u n a n . c o m /
thestonesandthestars.asp
In 2013, Glasgow City Council
decided to destroy the circle and the
park to build an Athletes’ Village on the
site for the 2018 Youth Olympics. A
vigorous campaign to save the circle
began.
Eventually it was agreed that not only
would the circle be recreated, but the
topsoil would be removed and replaced
at the new site for the sake of those
who had scattered their loved ones’

ashes at the previous site.
The Sighthill stones were removed
intact in April 2016. During the removal
the time capsule was recovered. It was
reburied along with a new 2020 one at
the new site which is the highest point
at the eastern side of the
development, and much more visible
than the previous circle was.
The stone circle is now complete, but
at the moment is still fenced off as part
of a building site. It will be opened to
the public sometime soon, hopefully in
time for the summer solstice.
https://www.facebook.com/
SighthillStoneCircleRecreated
• Photo: the stones in original setting

SWEET
A major financial sponsor of the
Tory Party is the aptly named
Silver
Spoon,
the
sugar
manufacturer, via George Weston,
CEO of its parent company,
Associated British Foods.

WHILE MOST PEOPLE DON’T
PUT IT IN SUCH BLUNT
TERMS, US foreign policy is
generally designed to put America
first. National foreign policy is
generally about national selfinterest. The Kurds in Rojava
know that Biden will be guided by
American interests (or rather the
interests of the American elite),
but they welcome his arrival in the
White House.
For them, the Trump years
brought brutal tragedy. In 2019
Trump withdrew US troops,
allowing Turkey to attack. And
Bidens’s inauguration coincides
with the third anniversary of the
Turkish invasion of Afrîn, also
made possible on Trumps watch.
Afrîn was once a model for
peaceful coexistence, women’s
rights,
and
community
organisation; it is now a nightmare
lorded over by jihadi mafias.
Despite his slogans, Trump’s
friendship with Turkish President
Erdogan (one of his favourite
bullies) meant that his actions in
Syria were not simply guided by
US interests and could be even
more dangerous. When he gave
the green light to Turkey’s
invasions
and
the
‘ethnic
cleansing’ of hundreds and
thousands of Kurds, he actually
ceded power to Turkey and
Russia.
The Kurds never had illusions
that the alliance they built with the
US in the fight against ISIS was
anything more than tactical.
They can defend themselves on
the ground, but they needed US

protection in the air. Without that
tactical alliance many more Kurds
would be dead and there would
be no Rojava.
The US needed the Kurds, too,
but the US leadership does not,
as a rule, recognise the need for
an exemplary alternative to
neoliberal capitalism. They may
fetishize ‘democracy’, but they
have little time for the grassroots
democracy practiced in Rojava,
which is intended to create a
society run by local communities
rather than by and for big
business.
They are convinced, though, that
their Kurdish partners will discard
Ocalan’s vision for a better society
as though it were some childish
fantasy; and they are actively
pushing for the progressive
Kurdish leadership to make
compromises with much more
conservative Kurdish forces.
Rojava’s radical experiment is
caught between a rock and a hard
place. None of the countries
scrambling for power and
influence in Syria wants to see it
succeed, but people across the
world know that solidarity with the
autonomous region is the best
way to put humanity first.

Get ready for
COP26
IN NOVEMBER OF THIS YEAR
Glasgow is set to host the latest
instalment of the toothless and
farcical UN climate summit,
‘COP26.’
Another round of delegates
from 197 countries will pay lip
service
to
the
unfolding
ecological catastrophe; all the
while ensuring any tangible
efforts to divert from our current
apocalyptic trajectory interferes
as little as possible with the
capitalist system that drives the
destruction of our planet.
We at Glasgow Green Anticapitalist Front believe it would
be unacceptable for this
pageantry of greenwashing to
unfold in our city unopposed.
Our focus this year will be on
organising a radical anticapitalist opposition in our hostcity and beyond, to ensure that
our voices are heard in the run

up to and during the summit. We
must counter the narrative that a
solution to the climate crisis can
be found by retaining the very
system that poisons our rivers,
chokes
our
air
and
contaminates our soil.
Organised action against the
ecocidal onslaught of capitalism
is the only viable means of
resistance to the massive harm
which the early stages of
climate
breakdown
have
already set in motion.
� WE NEED YOUR HELP IN
THIS. If you would like to get
involved, get in touch via our
social media @GlasgowGAF
and come along to one of our
fortnightly
organising
meetings.

Contradiction
Scottish Universities signed
up
to a COP26 climate
network, yet have over £5
million worth of shares in fossil
fuel firms and arms companies.

THERE IS POWER IN THE UNION...
What Good are Unions?

•To bind together members in a
workplace and industry so that
collective bargaining is possible.
• To represent workers in grievance procedures or alleviate
distress.
• To challenge the power of
Bosses/Companies/Multinationals to hire and fire, alter the
terms of contract, health and
safety etc.
• They are inexorably drawn into
dispute and conflict, but many
shrink from this.
• They neither possess the mandate or commitment to sustain
challenges to power.
• Officials are drawn into accommodation with oppressors.
• They have paid positions that
are managerial careers.
• They lack internationalism and a
fundamental appreciation of how
capitalism is driven to seek to
maximise the rate of exploitation
• Syndicalist Unions are a step
forward and a bridge to a working class that have conditions
that are precarious and individualised.
•But they can easily lose a revolutionary edge if the will of the membership is lacking.
A culture of self education, selfactivity and solidarity needs to
be constantly fostered.

2020 PROVED A CHALLENGING YEAR for Trade Unions,
but there are signs, that faced
with insecurity, some workers
turned to Unions for support solidarity. This is especially true in radical & syndicalist Unions. Over
10,000 workers are members of
the Industrial Workers of the
World (IWW), the Independent
Workers of Great Britain
(IWGB), United Voices of the
World (UVW) and the London
based Cleaners and Allied Independent
Workers
Union (CAIWU). Although some
are ‘dual carders’ in traditional

Trade Unions, especially in
the IWW, the only explicitly anticapitalist syndicalist Union.
Yet it is important to realise that
just over 2.2% of Union membership is amongst the 101 Unions
with less than 10,000 joined up.
Many small Unions are highly
specialist & exclusive like the Association of Local Authority Chief
Executives, Society of Authors or
the National Crime Officers Association.
The Certification Officer for
Trade Unions & Employers Associations report for the year ending
at the end of March 2020 is illuminating. Her post attracts a
salary of nearly £130k. Over 85%
of Union members are in the 12
largest Trade Unions, of which
Unison & Unite are the only million strong examples. However
comparing 2019 with 2018, Unison lost 107,000 members, turning a gain of members from smaller unions into an overall drop.
Unite only lost 19,000 members
for the same period despite gains
amongst the Unite Community
activist category and Unite Hospitality in the bar, restaurant &
hotel sector. The GMB are in third
place, the RCN amongst Nurses
is 4th, and the NEU amongst
Teachers in England & Wales in
5th.
One of the smallest Unions is the
Scab Miners Union, the UDM.

With only reported 72 members in
2018, yet it found £50k to pay its
General Secretary!
41% of Unions paid over
£60,000 to their General Secretary or Chief executive. There is a
big drop in Political Fund expenditure and those contracted in
by nearly 30%. The IWGB is listed
as paying over £31,000 in salary
& benefits to their General Secretary in 2019/20. The UVW nearly
£24,000, for their General Secretary - neither substantial given the
London Living Wage.
The United Voices of the
World, like the IWW and IWGB,
have doubled in numbers
joined. Although mostly London based, the UVW have reported an impressive review of
campaigns and assistance during the very troubled year that
was 2020.
See:
www.uvwunion.org.uk/en/
news/2021/01/uvws-2020-round-up/

KEY WORKERS!
You’ve been exploited this last year
like no-one would have expected.You’ve
risked your lives working during a pandemic.

Fightback:
Organise! Unionise! Win!
IWW.org.uk/join
Clydeside@iww.org.uk

